The general problem of interpolation and approximation to an arbitrary given analytic function by means of polynomials or more general rational functions, is an important one on which the existing literature is large, including a recent book by the present writer. ' Analogous to this problem is the new but related problem of interpolation and approximation to an arbitrary given analytic function by means of functions required to be analytic and to have a given bound in a given region. The new problem is perhaps more difficult than the old, but nevertheless some of the technique that has already been developed for the former problem applies with relatively minor modification to the study of the new problem. It is the object of the present note to indicate briefly some of these modifications and their consequences. The present note represents, however, only the beginnings of the study of the new problem, and many open questions are left untouched.
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I.-PROBLEM I. Let the closed point set S lie interior to the region R, and let the function f(z) be analytic on S but let f(z) (considered together with its possible analytic extensions) not be analytic throughout the interior of R. Given M > 0, to study the function or all functions Fm(z) analytic and of modulus not greater than M in R, such that the quantity mM = max [jf(z) -fM(z)l, z on 5] (1) is a minimum; thus fM(z) is a function of best approximation to f(z) on S; and to study the behavior of mM and fM (z) as M becomes infinite.
There must exist at least one function fM(z) for which mM as defined by (1) Under the conditions laid down, if S has a limit point interior to R, we must have mM > 0, forf(z) and fM(z) could not coincide on S without coinciding throughout R. Under these conditions the number mM obviously decreases monotonically or remains unchanged as M increases. Our fundamental theorem in connection with Problem I is THEOREM 1. Let R be a region with boundary B consisting of a finite number of components none of which is a single point. Let S be a closed set interior to R, with boundary C consisting of a finite number of components none of which is a single point, and let R -S be a connected set. Let U(x, y) denote the function which is harmonic in R -S, continuous in the corresponding closed region, which has the value zero on B and unity on C. Let C, denote generically the locus U(x, y) = p, 0 < p < 1 interior to R -S. Let R,, 0 < p < 1, denote generically the point set composed of S plus the points of R -S at which we have p < U(x, y) < 1; then R, consists of a finite number of subregions of R bounded by the entire locus C,.
Let the function f(z) be analytic on S, but let there exist no function analytic throughout the interior of R which coincides with f(z) on S. Then for the functions fM(z) of best approximation defined in the formal statement of or C,p has at least one multiple point A at which the various analytic extensions of f(z) from different components of S along paths in R, do not coincide (in the sense that the various functions fail to be identical throughout a neighborhood of A); or both of these eventualities occur.
It is no loss of generality to assume, as we shall do, that R is finite and bounded by a finite number of analytic Jordan curves. For if the components of the complement of R are denoted by B1, B2, ... , B1, we may map successively on the interior of a circle the complement of B1, the complement of the transform of B2, the complement of the last transform of B3 and so on. Then R is mapped onto a finite region bounded by a finite number of analytic Jordan curves. It is to be noticed that the entire content of Theorem 1 is invariant under an arbitrary one-to-one conformal map.
The function U(x, y), harmonic and of constant value zero on the I analytic Jordan curves comprising B, can be extended harmonically across B. Let us choose ,q > 0 so small that the locus B': U(x, y) = -Xi consists of I analytic Jordan curves exterior to R in the respective neighborhoods of the I curves comprising B. Choose ti also so small that the locus C1.,, (henceforth denoted by C') has no multiple points. Denote by S' the closed set R _-+ C1_,. Denote by R' the point set Splus the points at which we have-I < U(x, y) < 1, so that R' is bounded by B' and has R + B as a closed subregion. Introduce the notation U'(x, y) = U(x, y) + 71, (4) so that U'(x, y) is zero and unity on B' and C', respectively, and is harmonic in the closed region whose interior points are R' -S', bounded by B' and C'. Let Cp denote generically the locus U'(x, y)= p, 0 < p < 1, interior to R' -5', let Rp denote the set S' plus the points of R' -S' at which we have p < U'(x, y) < 1, and let Rp = Rp + Cp.
We shall make essential use of the interpolation series of rational functions introduced by the writer2 (op. cit., § 8.7) whose poles a,, (depending only on n) are uniformly distributed on B' with respect to the parameter -V', and whose points of interpolation 1, are uniformly distributed on C' with respect to the parameter + V', where V' is a function conjugate to U' in the region R' -S. An arbitrary function f(z) analytic throughout R', 0 < v < 1, but not analytic throughout any R',, 0 < v' < v, can be expanded in a series of interpolation of the form f(z)=ao + a, (8) where r,,(z) is the sum of the first n + 1 terms of the right-hand member of (5), and where r is a positive number defined by the equation X -fB' d V'. Then r iS independent of n.
We are now in a position to establish Theorem 1, identifying the given f(z) with f(z) in (5). In particular we have from (4) the equation v = p + _. In equation (8) the left-hand member is not increased if we replace R, by C', and then we may allow , to approach unity:
By equations (6) and (7) Let e > 0 be arbitrary. A consequence of (9) is for z on S If(z) -r(Z)J Me2e,2Tn(l-P-V)/TI (11) where M1 is suitably chosen, and a consequence of (10) where Ma2 is suitably chosen.
When M is given greater than or equal to the right-hand member of (12), for n = 1, 2, . .. , we have actually exhibited a function r.(z) analytic and of modulus not greater than M in R such that inequality (11) is satisfied on S. Surely the function of best approximation fn(z) approximates to f(z) on S as well. as does the function rn(z):
By virtue of (11) and (13) 
The number M > 0 is now supposed given, and becomes infinite. We choose n the largest integer so that the right-hand member of (12) is less than or equal to M. By the relation IfM(z) . M in R and by (12) we have for z on B jr,(z) -fM(z)I 9 2M2e 2(n+1)(eP)I
To be sure, fM(z) is conceivably not originally defined on B itself, but (15) is true in the sense of (Fatou) limiting values as z approaches B.
In the region R'-S we have the harmonic function U(x, y) and have two inequalities (14) and (15) for the function rn(z) -fM(z) on two loci U(x, y) = const. By an extension of Hadamard's Three-Circle Theorem, a consequence of the Zweikonstantensatz,4 we have from (14) and (15) for z on C,
When a > p is given, 0 < of < 1, it is possible to choose e and v so small that the exponent in the right-hand member of (17) We may obviously write
whence from (19) lim [maxjf(z) -fM(z)l, z on S]l/log M < e(P-1)1p
The impossibility of the inequality sign here follows precisely as did the impossibility of (20) A limiting case of Problem I with for instance R the entire (finite) plane, S closed and limited, but consisting of an infinite number of points, and f(z) analytic at every point of S but not at every point of R, is found by taking as norm of the approximating function fa(z) not a bound on the modulus of fa(z) but the number a, greatest lower bound of all numbers , for which lim fa(Z) = 0.
Z-S c
There are only a countable set of functions fa(z) of best approximation, namely, the set of polynomials of best approximation to f(z) on S. The analog of Theorem 1 is valid under suitable restrictions on S (op. cit., §5.1).
II.-PROBLEM II. Let the closed point set S lie interior to the region R, and let the function f(z) be analytic on S but let f(z) (considered together with its possible analytic extensions) not be analytic throughout the interior of R. Given m > 0, to study the function (or all functions) fm(z) analytic in R such that If(z) -fm(z) m, z on S, (22) and such that the least upper bound 23) is least; and to study the behavior of Mm and fm(z) as m approaches zero.
Under the conditions of Problem II there may for given m exist no function fm(z) analytic in R satisfying (22) and (23) (23) If the boundary of R contains at least one continuum B1 not a single point, there exists at least one function which is analytic and bounded in R and coincides with f(z) in the points m,j, . ..* nn. For the region R can be mapped onto a bounded region, and we may interpolate to f(z) in the prescribed points by a polynomial. Consequently there exists at least one functionfn(z); compare the proof given in I. If R is simply connected, the functionfn(z) is known to be unique.'
The method of proof used in Theorem 1 applies also here, without great modification, and yields analogous results provided the points are uniformly distributed (op. cit., § §7.5, 8.7) on C or satisfy similar conditions. We state without proof only a relatively simple limiting case of the corresponding analog of Theorem 1: THEOREM 3. Let R be the point set Izl < 1. Let thefunctionf(z) be analytic throughout the region Izi < p < 1, but not analytic through any regiof IZi < p' IV.-The method of proof of Theorem 1, as of various similar theorems (op. cit.) concerning sequences of functions of best approximation may be characterized as (i) the exhibiting of an explicit sequence whose properties are known and which converges (at least roughly) as well as the sequence of best approximation, and (ii) use of this comparison sequence and its convergence properties to obtain the convergence properties of the sequence of functions of best approximation. In (ii), the present most convenient tool is the result of Nevanlinna, a generalization of Hadamard's Three-Circle Theorem. In previous work (op. cit.), the most useful tool is S. Bernstein's Lemma, in suitably general form (op. cit., §4.6), which may be interpreted as a limiting form of the Three-Circle Theorem.6 Another convenient tool, which is of use especially in the study of Problem III, is Schwarz's Lemma, also a limiting form of the Three-Circle Theorem, as Julia has remarked.7
The methods just mentioned can be used in the further study of Problems I, II and III, for instance in investigating the following topics: (a) the use of expressions other than (1), such as line or surface integrals with possible norm functions, as the measure of approximation of a function to f(z) on S; (b) the use of a line or surface integral with a norm function as a bound for the approximating function, instead of least upper bound of modulus in R; (c) study of exact regions of uniform convergence of approximating sequences (as in op. cit., § 4.8); (d) study of convergence. and degree of convergence on the boundaries of those regions; (e) study of overconvergence in the sense of Ostrowski; (f) relinquishing the requirement that R -S be connected; and whether or not S separates points of R from B allowing auxiliary conditions of interpolation for the approximating functions (as in op. cit., Chapter XI); (g) synthesis of Problems II and III (cf. op cit., § 7.9); (h) study of the case that f(z) is analytic but not bounded in R (the present methods apply without change); (i) lightening the restrictions on R and S in Theorems 1 and 2; (j) interpolation and approximation to given harmonic functions by functions harmonic and bounded in a region. The writer hopes to return to these questions. ' The concepts of the non-Euclidean plane geometry can be defined in terms of the notions joining and intersecting of geometric entities as follows:' We call a system of three lines a maximal triangle if (1) no two of them intersect, (2) through any pbint of each of the three lines there exists exactly one line which intersects neither of the other two lines.
We say that two lines L and M are parallel if there exists a line N such that L, M, N form a maximal triangle. We say the point Q lies between two points P and R if (1) P, Q, R are distinct collinear points, (2) any line through Q intersects at least one line of any maximal triangle two sides of which pass through P and R, respectively. The point Q is said to lie between three points if (1) these points are not collinear, (2) Q does not coincide with any of them nor lies between any two of them, (3) any line through Q contains at least one point between two of the three points.
The points Ql, Q2, .. . are said to converge toward Q if for any three points the following condition holds: If Q lies between the three points, then almost all points Qi (i.e., all except at most a finite number) lie between them. Two pairs of points P, Q and P', Q' on two parallel lines L and L' will be called congruent under the following condition: Let M and N be lines through P' and Q', respectively, such that L, M, N are mutually distinct and parallel, and let M' and N' be two lines through P and Q, respectively, such that L', M', N' are mutually distinct and parallel; then the line joining the point of intersection of M and M', with the point of intersection of N and N' is parallel to both L and L'. Two pairs of points P, Q and P", Q" on two non-parallel lines L and L' are said to be congruent if there exists a pair of points P', Q' congruent with both pairs and contained in a line L' parallel to both L and L'.
However, these definitons hold not only in the Bolyai-Lobatchefski geometry but in any plane geometry admitting a model in the interior of some convex curve if congruency is defined in the Cayley-Klein way by
